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Prince Andrew faces no good
choice in Epstein accuser case
.,,. Andrew may contest the US
court's jurisdiction.
.,,. He may also ignore the civil
lawsuit altogether.
SSOCIATED PRESS, LONDON

ritain's Prince Andrew
is likely to do anything
he can to avoid giving
evidence in a US lawsuit
filed by an American
oman who alleges that he sexually
assaulted her when she was 17, lawyers on both sides of the Atlantic say.
Andrew may contest the US
court's jurisdiction, or ignore the civil lawsuit altogether, taking a chance
he court might find him in default
a n d order him to pay damages .
o matter which way he goes,
hough, he will face the constant
mbeat of unsavory media coverge.
"There's no good option," said Alert D'.Aquino, a New York attorney
ho has defended clients in similar
ases. The prince has repeatedly deied the allegations in the lawsuit.
rought by one of convicted sex ofender Jeffrey Epstein's longtime acusers, Virginia Giuffre.
"I don't think he will submit to
he court's authority to order him to
i e a deposition, or to answer quesions on which he wishes to demur,"
aid D'.Aquino, a partner at Goldberg
egalla in Buffalo, New York.
"He runs too much risk of selfncrimination, which could then
pawn a criminal action against
im," D'.Aquino said.
However he decides to respond,
he lawsuit filed Monday is another
nwanted story for Queen Elizabeth
I. reminding people of Andrew's
inks to Epstein two years after
he convicted sex offender's death.
ritain's royal family is also still reovering from allegations of racism
d insensitivity leveled at them by
rince Harry and his wife, Meghan,
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earlier this year.
Buckingham Palace tried to
move past the story two years ago,
forcing Andrew to step away from
royal duties after he gave a disastrous TV interview in which he
failed to express regret over his
relationship with Epstein or offer sympathy for Epstein's victims.
"It's another big scandal for them,"
said Pauline MacLaran, a royal expert and author of "Royal Fever: The
British Monarchy in Consumer Culture."
"You just have to feel very sorry for
the queen. You know, just as Meghan
and Harry had sort of started to quiet
down ... then this comes back again.
And, of course, the whole seediness
of it is dragged through the media
yet again."
Lawyers for Giuffre filed the suit
Monday in the U.S. District Court for
the Southern District of New York.
alleging that Epstein forced her to
have sex with Andrew in 2001, when
she was 17. The suit says she had
sexual encounters with Andrew in
London, New York and the U.S. Virgin Islands, and that the prince knew
she had been trafficked by Epstein.
Giuffre, now 37, has made similar
allegations in the past, but the lawsuit is the first time she has directly
confronted Andrew in court.
Andrew's representatives declined to comment on the lawsuit.
In a 2019 interview with the BBC, he
denied ever meeting Giuffre.
"It didn't happen," he said. "I can
absolutely categorically tell you it
never happened. I have no recollection of ever meeting this lady, none
whatsoever."
David Boies, Giuffre's attorney,
said his team tried to open settlement talks with Andrew's lawyers
but they were ignored. Because of
this, he said, Giuffre was forced to file
the lawsuit before the deadline set by
New York state law.
"He can ignore me and he can
ignore Virginia, which is what he's
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Trudeau condemns
court's sentence in
espionage case
Canada's Prime Minister Ju stin
Trudeau said a Chinese court's sentencing of Canadian businessman Michael
Spavor to 11 years in prison for espionage yesterday was "absolutely unacceptable" and called for his immediate
release.
US Secretary of State Antony Blinken
also condemned the sentencing in a
statement, saying that proceedings
against Spavor and another Canadians
charged with espionage were an attempt
to use people as "bargaining chips".
The espionage cases are embroiled in
a wider diplomatic spat involving Washington and Beijing, and Spavor's sentencing comes as lawyers in Canada
representing the chief financial officer
of Chinese telecoms giant Huawei make
a final push to convince a court not to
extradite her to the United States.
"China's conviction and sentencing of
Michael Spavor is absolutely unacceptable and unjust," said Mr Trudeau in a
statement.
"The verdict for Mr Spavor comes
after more than two and a half years of
arbitrary detention, a lack of transparency in the legql process, and a trial that
did not satisfy even the minimum standards required by international law;" he
said. [Reuters]
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Britain's Britain's Prince Andrew, Duke of York, during the funeral of Britain's
Prince Philip, husband of Queen Elizabeth on the grounds of Windsor Castle in
Windsor, Britain in April. [Reuters]

I don't think he will
submit to the court's
authority to order him
to give a deposition,
or to answer questions
an which he wishes to
demur,"
Albert D'Aqulno, a New York lawyer

been doing for the last five years. ...
But he can't ignore judicial process,"
Boies told Britain's Channel 4 television. "This is now a matter for the
courts to decide.''
There is only a "small chance" Giuffre's lawsuit will ever be presented
to a judge or jury because most civil
cases in the U.S., especially high profile ones, are settled out of court, said
Arick Fudali, a lawyer at The Bloom
Firm, which has represented some of
Epstein's victims.
The lawsuit does, however, increase pressure to settle the case.

ide.n out to shore up \Vorld deinocracy\Vith Ineet
US President Joe Biden, fresh off his first major
ipartisan victory, is turning to larger efforts
·med at shoring up faith in democracy and conening a summit with other world leaders later
h is year.
Biden, who took office in January after a hotly
ontested election still criticised by his rival Dond Trump and his supporters, will gather heads of
tate from other democratic nations for a virtual
ummit on December 9 and 10, the White House
aid yesterday.
The summit will also include representatives of
civil society, philanthropy, and the private sector,"
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who will make commitments for a year of action,
with a follow-up, in-person session one year later,
it said in a statement.
"The challenge of our time is to demonstrate
that democracies can deliver by improving the
li".es of their own people and by addressing the
greatest problems facing the wider world," it said.
Those attending will discuss "the challenges facing democracy so as to collectively strengthen the
foundation for democratic renewal," focusing on
"defending against authoritarianism, fighting corruption, and promoting respect for human rights,"
it added.

Biden has been heavily vested in the $1 trillion
(over Shl09.l trillion) infrastructure Bill that
passed the Senate on Tuesday with 19 Republicans
backing the Democratic president's plan, saying
the bipartisan effort shows the United States can
tackle big issues together and compete with countries like China, which have divergent political
systems.
Some 155 million Americans voted in the
November election that Biden won by more than
seven million votes. Multiple courts, state election
officials and Trump's own government rejected
Trump's false claims of election'fraud. [Reuters]

Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau.
[Reuters]

WHO trials three
new drugs for
Covid-19 patients
The World Health Organisation
(WHO) yesterday said a clinical trial in
52 countries would study three antiinflammatory drugs as potential treatments for Covid-19 patients.
"These therapies - artesunate, imatinib and infliximab - were selected by an
independent expert panel for their
potential in reducing the risk of death in
hospitalised Covid-19 patients," it said in
a statement on the Solidarity PLUS trial.
Artesunate is already used for severe
malaria, imatinib for certain cancers,
and infliximab for diseases of the
immune system such as Crohn's Disease
and rheumatoid arthritis.
The original Solidarity trial found that
all four treatments evaluated - remdesivir, hydroxychloroquine, lopinavir/
ritonavir and interferon - liad little or
no effect. Only corticosteroids have been
proven effective. [Reuters]
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